Luxury textile Line Debuts Colorful Barnard Collection at Bradley Showroom
fabrics launch during What’s New What’s Next September 22, 2016

(New York City September 22, 2016)-High-end Georgia-based fabric design studio Maresca Textiles introduces the
Barnard Collection to the trade at Bradley showroom in the New York Design Center during What’s New What’s Next.
This luxury collection offers two new fabrics and fresh recolors of two existing patterns, each available in three eye
catching palettes. The Barnard collection’s motifs are inspired by Kathryn’s surroundings in Savannah, fusing geometry
with handmade asymmetry to create the signature Maresca look. Each fabric utilizes mark making to generate pattern,
and the bold color palettes are chosen carefully to work beautifully with the existing collection.

Barnard Block: Inspired by antique drainage grates found on Barnard Street in Savannah, GA, motifs are generated
through printing with hand carved linoleum blocks. Handmade blocks printed in a geometric pattern juxtapose
meticulous geometry with handmade imperfection, a common theme in Maresca’s work. The final print is hand screened
in California on an off-white Belgian linen ground. Available in three colorways (from left: Plum, Indigo, Charcoal) and
drapery and upholstery weight. Repeat: V-17” H-17”.

Lafayette Square: Made from motifs inspired by architectural blueprints of the cathedral in Lafayette Square, the
digitally printed pattern is derived from a watercolor painting made in Kathryn’s Savannah studio. Maresca mixes
geometric patterning with watercolor and juxtaposes the architectural with the organic to create a fresh pattern. Available
in three colorways (from left: Plum, Indigo, Charcoal) on and oyster linen blend from Belgium. Repeat: V-7.5” H-5”

Shagreen/Lattice Block: Two designs from the existing collection which have been recolored for Fall 2016. Lattice
Block is also inspired by a piece of antique ironwork on Barnard Street. After years of use, the centuries old ironwork is
now beautifully irregular, and is translated into a perfectly imperfect textile. Shagreen is a traditional shark skin pattern.
Maresca’s version is scaled up and recolored in fresh hues. All designs are available in three colorways, printed on oyster
or white Belgian linen and available in two weights. Shagreen Repeat: V-18” H-10.8”. Lattice Block Repeat: V-7.5” H-6.5”
Process: Inspiration for the Barnard Collection
comes from the antique ironwork, architecture,
and sea life of Savannah, GA. Maresca uses various
techniques including block printing, watercolor,
and pen and ink to create these fresh patterns.
Fusing geometry with handmade marks Maresca
generates a signature look. Barnard Block, Lattice
Block, and Shagreen are hand screened in California
using eco friendly water-based pigments. Lafayette
Square is digitally printed in Pennsylvania using
eco friendly dyes.
About the Studio: Maresca Textiles is a luxury
fabric design studio helmed by founder Kathryn
Maresca in Savannah, GA. With great design and
quality craftsmanship at the forefront, Maresca and
company have been creating thoughtful textiles for
the interior design trade since 2013.
List Prices: Barnard Block, $158/yd. Lafayette Square: $162/yd., Shagreen, $158/yd. Lattice Block, $165/yd
Available to retail and trade customers through the following showroom:
Charleston, SC: Fritz Porter
Available to the trade through the following showrooms:
New York: Bradley
Chicago: Bradley
Los Angeles: Mimi London
Washington DC: J. Lambeth
Austin, TX: Supply
Atlanta: Dee Murphy
Press Info: press@marescatextiles.com
Reader Info: www.marescatextiles.com
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